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INTRODUCTION

The aim of the UTAA Instructor’s Handbook is to present the most important department policies 

and practices to the instructors of the department of foreign languages in a convenient way. The 

Handbook is revised before a new academic year begins or the department policies evolve in time so 

that all instructors may stay aware of changes in the policies.

ORGANIZATIONAL

Administrative Staff:  Şafaat  USLU (Secretary), 

Building & Cleaning Services Coordinator:

a. performs key role in the oversight of structural maintenance and building operations.

b. oversees the day-to-day cleaning operations of the interior of the building

c. oversees and directs supply inventory and equipment, and orders replacement items.

d. plans and oversees setup of meeting rooms, classrooms, and special events sites.

e. coordinates inspections to insure compliance with codes and safety regulations.

f. on-call for building emergencies

Chairperson
Dr. Özlem CANARAN 
ocanaran@thk.edu.tr

Vice Chairperson
(Administrative 

Affairs)
Inst. Aslıhan AKIN 
aakin@thk.edu.tr

Academic English 
Program Coordinator

Inst. Çisem ALTUĞ
caltug@thk.edu.tr

Academic and 
Administrative 

Staff

The Curriculum Development and Testing Office
Inst. Çisem ALTUĞ 
Inst. Tuğçe TEMİR 
Inst. Gökhan YILDIZ
Inst. Tunahan DEMİRBAŞ 

caltug@thk.edu.tr 
ttemir@thk.edu.tr 
gyildiz@thk.edu.tr
tdemirbas@thk.edu.tr



A. ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

1. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF INSTRUCTORS

Instructors of the Department of Foreign Languages are required to fulfill all academic and 
administrative responsibilities in the best way required by the education program. Some of the main 
responsibilities of instructors are as follows:

ACADEMIC RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Presenting a professional attitude and professional behavior as required by the profession

b. Participating in supportive and developmental activities for the teaching program

c. Teaching at least 20 hours per week in class

d. Encouraging students to learn the language, study effectively and regularly in class, and attend
office hours regularly

e. Going to classes prepared and following the weekly program regularly

f. Using the target language in class in an accurate and understandable way

g. Reporting improper behavior of students to the administration if necessary
h. Starting and finishing the lessons on time, never being late for classes, and not going to classes

with materials missing

i. Going to the assigned classes with the attendance file, taking attendance at the beginning of each
class and recording daily attendance after classes.

j. Not leaving attendance files in classroom

k. Attending academic and administrative meetings on a weekly basis, and giving feedback on the
program, exams and students’ profiles

l. Consulting academic problems with class partners first, then with administration

m. Regularly checking all outlook emails sent by the department

n. Making sure that students bring the required course materials to the lesson

o. Reading all exam procedures and applying them effectively during invigilation

p. Prior to exams commencement, report to the testing unit to pick up the assigned class exams,
counting the exam sheets, checking the assigned classes’ sound system, arranging seating,
having students sign the attendance sheet, administering the exam in a quiet environment,
and at the completion of the allotted time of the exam having students sign the submission sheet
and collecting all exams
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q. Never leaving the class during the examination period

r. Grading the exam papers in accordance with the principles set forth at the appointed time

s. Substituting for absent teachers and preparing for the class appropriately as requested

t. Participating in presentations, seminars, conferences, workshops, etc. as arranged for professional

development

u. Invigilating exams for all university departments when required

v. Fulfilling extra duties such as translation, developing supportive material, hosting foreign school
guests, etc. properly.

* Please see the UTAA Quality Manual for more detailed job descriptions,

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Having a respectful relationship with his/her colleagues and students

b. Adhering to working hours

c. Informing the coordinators of his/her absence and the reason(s) not to miss meetings

d. Dressing and behaving professionally

e. Safekeeping all course materials and the equipment provided by the university such as coursebooks, a
laptop.

2. ORIENTATION PROGRAM

Newly-  recruited  instructors  must  join  a  two-day  orientation  program  at  the  beginning  of  the  new 
academic  year,  usually  held  in  the  second  week  of  September  under  the  coordination  of  the

chairperson  of  the  Department  of  Foreign  Languages.  The  two-day  orientation  program  introduces 

instructors  to  all  administrative  and  academic  information  they  are  expected  to  know  about  the 

Department  and  the  University. All new instructors meet the Academic/Administrative coordinators as 

well as the Curriculum and Testing Office Coordinators at pre-scheduled times respectively.

3. WORKING HOURS

Working hours are between 08:30 and 17:00 Monday-Friday. Depending on the weekly workload

and schedule, all instructors can have a half-day off preferably on either Wednesday or Thursday

afternoons.



4. TEACHING LOAD

The typical workload for all classroom teaching instructors is 20 hours per week.

5. OFFICE HOURS

Instructors schedule weekly office hours outside the class to meet with students in order to discuss 

course- related issues, ask for extra help with the courses, clarification of topics or materials presented 

in class,

etc. Office hours are arranged by instructors in accordance with their weekly schedule and shared with 

the  students  at  the  beginning  of  each  period.  Instructors  must  fill  in  the  office-hour  chart  on  the

notice boards in each classroom  to specify the time and place they will meet with the students.

6. ADMINISTRATIVE and ANNUAL LEAVE

Instructors who request an hourly or daily administrative leave must notify the administration at least

a day in advance and fill in an administrative leave form in EBYS (Electronic Document and Archive

Management System) . Administrative leave cannot be requested for Mondays and Fridays.

All instructors are granted a 14* working-day paid annual leave on condition that they complete 

minimum one year of service in the workplace. Annual leaves can be taken during the summertime either 

as a whole or in two terms. When instructors take administrative leave owing to an illness, accidental or 

otherwise, annual leaves will be deducted. 

*This number can change in accordance with the year of experience at the institution.

7. MARRIAGE LEAVE

In the event of marriage, all instructors are entitled to 3 days of paid leave.

8. INSTRUCTOR ABSENCE

   On occasion that instructors are unable to show up in their classes, they have to notify the vice 

chairperson in charge of administrative affairs through either telephone or e-mail to find a suitable 

substitute. The medical reports or administrative leave forms must be submitted to the Department of 

General Documents the day after instructor’s absence.
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9. TRANSPORTATION TO THE UNIVERSITY

There are public buses and subway (METRO 1/ Kızılay – Batıkent/Eryaman) between the Akköprü 
Campus and the city center between 06:00 and 23:30. By EGO, Lines: 178-3, 409, 527-2, 563-3 to 
Tesviyeciler  Durağı. By EGO, Lines: 
106,107,369,504,504-2,505,505-2,508,508-1,508-3,510,510-2,510-3,514,514-2,514-3,515520,520-3,523,525,525-
2,527-1, 533,535,536,540,540-2,557,560-3,563-3,565 to “Atatürk Kültür Merkezi Durağı” , just a 5 min. walk 
away.

B. ACADEMIC INFORMATION

1. THE ENGLISH PREPARATORY PROGRAM

The University of Turkish Aeronautical Association’s English Preparatory Program aims to create high-

quality English language learning opportunities for non-native students by enabling them to 

become autonomous learners by questioning, investigating and making critical and creative thinking 

decisions that are an integral part of the learning process. Furthermore, providing opportunities for 

the students’ success in future academic, business and daily life as well as providing them with a 

chance to closely monitor the rapidly changing world are some of the goals of the English Preparatory 

Program.

2. STUDENTS OF THE ENGLISH PREPARATORY PROGRAM

Students of English Preparatory Program are defined as the students who are registered in a program 

at the university, but who failed in the Proficiency Test of English or did not take the exam or could not 

present a certificate of equivalence.

3. COORDINATION MEETINGS
Coordination meetings of the department are held on a weekly basis during the academic year with the 

participation of all instructors and coordinators. On other occasions, the time and place of the departmental 

meetings are announced by the administrators. 



4. 2019-2020 ACADEMIC CALENDAR FOR GRADUATE, UNDERGRADUATE AND ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
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5. ENGLISH PROFICIENCY EXAM

The newly-registered students and those who cannot submit any exam results accepted by the University 

are required to take UTAA’s English Preliminary and Proficiency Exam. The stages of the Preliminary and 

Proficiency Exams are as follows:

1. STAGE I –PRELIMINARY EXAM

Preliminary Test of English is held every September for the newly-registered students and it consists of 

125 multiple-choice questions. The exam contains three parts listed in order as follows;

ll Structure and Vocabulary

ll Reading 

ll Listening 

In this test, the students are tested for their knowledge in basic structure and vocabulary and their skills 

in listening and reading comprehension. The test lasts for approximately 2 hours. 

STAGE I
PRELIMINARY TEST OF ENGLISH

Section Number of 
Questions Duration Explanation

Structure & 
Vocabulary 60 40 minutes

This sections contains 60 multiple-choice questions 
and it aims to assess the test-takers’ knowledge of 
English language use and vocabulary.

Reading 40 45 minutes

This sections contains 40 multiple-choice questions 
and it aims to assess the test-takers’ skills in finding 
the main idea, inferring meaning, guessing the 
meaning of words in a reading text.

Listening 25 30-35 minutes

This section contains 25 multiple-choice questions 
including short and long conversations. It aims to 
assess the test-takers’ skills in finding the main 
idea, inferring meaning and understanding details 
in a listening text. The conversations in this section 
are listened to only once.

*Students are required to score at least 70 in the preliminary exam to pass on the second stage.
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2. STAGE II-WRITING/SPEAKING EXAM AND THE MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST

The second stage of English Proficiency Exam which is comprised of a writing exam, a speaking exam and 

a multiple-choice test is held for both the newly-registered students who pass the first stage of the exam 

and repeat students.

The second stage consists of 3 parts as follows;

ll Writing Exam

ll Speaking Exam

ll Multiple-Choice Test

STAGE II

WRITING EXAM, SPEAKING EXAM and MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST

Section Content Duration Explanation

Writing Exam Essay 60 minutes

In this exam, students are expected to select one 
topic and by following the rules of essay-writing 
they should write an essay expressing their 
ideas in an introduction, body and conclusion 
paragraph.

Speaking Exam Interview 15 minutes
In this exam, students are expected to briefly 
introduce themselves, describe a picture and 
express their thoughts about a topic.

Multiple-Choice 
Test

Listening 
Comprehension, 
Structure, Reading 
Comprehension

A p p r o x i m a -
tely 140 minu-
tes

This test includes 
•l 50 multiple-choice listening comprehension

questions
•l 40 multiple-choice structure questions
•l 50 multiple-choice reading comprehension

questions
The test assesses students’ listening 
comprehension skills, basic structure 
knowledge and reading comprehension skills.

PROFICIENCY EXAM -WRITING  SECTION

In the writing exam, the students are given various topics such as, 

•l “Parents are the best teachers.” Do you agree or disagree?
Explain your opinion.

•l What are the causes and effects of poverty?
•l Compare two extreme sports



and they are expected to write an essay expressing their ideas by including an introduction, body and 

conclusion paragraph and following the rules of essay-writing. The exam lasts for 60 minutes.

STAGE II
WRITING EXAM

Content Duration Explanation

Essay 60 minutes

In this section, students are expected to select one topic and by 
following the rules of essay-writing they should write an essay 
expressing their ideas in an introduction, body and conclusion 
paragraph.The essay should be written within 250-300 words 
and it should be about only one topic. 

PROFICIENCY EXAM-SPEAKING SECTION

Speaking Exam consists of three parts. During the exam, students are expected to

ll briefly introduce themselves and answer a question (Part 1)

ll describe a picture (Part 2)

ll express their thoughts about a topic (Part 3)

 The exam lasts for 7.5 minutes for each candidate, and 15 minutes for both candidates in total.

STAGE II 
SPEAKING EXAM

Part Content Duration

1 Introducing Yourself- AWarm-up Question 1 minute for each candidate
2 minutes in total

2 Describing a Picture

3 Expressing Your Thoughts about a Subject 3.5 minutes for each candidate
7 minutes in total

 PROFICIENCY EXAM- MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST

 The test is divided into three sections including 

ll 50 multiple-choice listening comprehension questions

ll 40 multiple-choice structure questions

ll 50 multiple-choice reading comprehension questions

3.5 minutes for each candidate
7 minutes in total
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In this test, students are tested for their listening comprehension skills, basic structure knowledge and 

reading  comprehension skills. The test lasts approximately for 2.5 hours. 

STAGE II
MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST

Section Content Number of 
Questions

Explanation Duration

1 Listening 50

This section contains 
•l short conversations between two or

more people (30 questions)
•l long conversations between two or

more people (8-12 questions)
•l long talks - each given by one

person (8-12 questions)
Conversations and talks in the listening 
section are listened to only once.

30-35 minutes

2 Structure 40

This section contains 
•l multiple-choice questions

(15 questions)
•l error recognition questions

(25 questions)

40 minutes

3 Reading 50
This section contains five passages which 
are 300-350 words long followed by 10-12 
questions each.  

60 minutes

Students are expected to get a score of 60 from the UTAA Proficiency Exam to be able to be exempt from 

the English Prep. Program. The overall score is calculated by adding together 25 % of writing exam, 25 % of 

speaking exam, 20 % of reading part, 20 % of listening part and 10 % of structure part (and/or vocabulary) 

sections.

NOTE:

Under no circumstances are latecomers allowed in the examination room. Newly-registered students 

may also submit an acceptable exam result to be able to be exempted from the English Prep. Program.



Equivalence Table for English Language Exams Recognized by   UTAA

UTAA PROFICIENCY 
EXAM

TOEFL-IBT* TOEFL-ITP** PTE Academic PTE General   YDS /e-YDS

60 61 500 46 Level 2
55

*Only the results of  TOEFL-IBT exam taken from the Universities and Turkish-American Association are accepted.

**Only the results of TOEFL-ITP exam held in the University of Turkish Aeronautical Association are accepted

• Students who have completed at least last three years of their education at a higher or a
secondary education institution in a foreign country where English is the native language will be
exempted from the English Prep. Class providing they submit the related formal documents

6. LEVELS AND   COURSES

In the English Prep. Program, we offer foreign language skills at three different proficiency 

levels named as Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie. The levels of the students are determined according 

to their scores in Proficiency Exam administered at the beginning of the academic year.

LEVEL PROF. LEVEL DURATION

ALPHA

(30 hours per week)
Beginner 2 Semesters (3 Periods)

BRAVO

(25 hours per week)
Elementary 2 Semesters (3 Periods)

CHARLIE

(20 hours per week)
Pre-intermediate 2 Semesters (3 Periods)

In the English Prep. Program, the level of the newly registered students is determined as follows:

(a) The students not taking the Preliminary Test of English or who have taken the test but get a score of 45

or       below are placed in Alpha Level. The levels of the students who did not take the Preliminary Test

of English can be changed by The Department of Foreign Languages within a month after the academic

year starts.

(b) The students getting a score of between 46 and 69 in the Preliminary Test of English are placed in

Bravo level.
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(c) The students getting a score of 70 or above in the Preliminary Test of English and below  60 in total  in

the UTAA Proficiency Exam are placed in Charlie level.

The   levels of already registered repeat students are determined according to  their scores in  Proficiency         

Exam which is held at the beginning of the academic year.

COURSES

Weekly course schedules can vary according to the levels. Our curriculum is designed in a way that can 

include all language skills.  

7. ASSESSMENT

In English Preparatory Program, such performance assessments as placement, proficiency, progress 
tests, full-tests, make-up exams, projects, presentations, and portfolios are carried out. Those 

assessments can be made in written form, in computer or orally.

8. ACHIEVEMENT SCORE FOR THE ENGLISH PREPARATORY PROGRAM

Achievement scores for the students at Alpha, Bravo and Charlie levels are calculated by taking 40 percent

of the first semester’s overall grade, 30 percent of the first period of the second semester’s overall grade

and 30 percent of the overall grade of the second period of the second semester. Students must get an

overall grade of 65 out of 100 in order to take the UTAA Proficiency Exam.

9. ATTENDANCE TO THE COURSES

Attendance is calculated differently for each period of the second semester.

In the English Prep. Program, students must attend at least 90% of the courses in each   period.

For absenteeism, no excuses are accepted except for the ones listed below:

(a) Medical reports taken from State Hospitals or University Hospitals and submitted within 5 working
days

(b) The death of an immediate family member. Students must submit an official document
pertaining to this incident (must be submitted within five working days)



(c) Accidents with injuries. Students must submit an official document showing the accident (with

documents from the hospital and Traffic Police)

(d) Surgeries. Students must submit a committee health report within 5 working days.

(e) Participation for social and sports activities approved by the Rector (Students are marked absent in the

classes they cannot attend, but it is not taken into consideration while counting absenteeism)

   Students not attending the classes for other reasons than the ones stated above are marked absent in class. 

• Exam hours are not taken into consideration while counting absenteeism. Students not taking the tests

will be marked absent. However, it is not taken into consideration while counting absenteeism.

Students leaving the class before it ends are marked absent in that class.

• If necessary, we can have classes and exams on Saturdays and Sundays by proposal from the Department

of Foreign Languages and approved by the Rector. Attendance is also compulsory in classes on those

days.

10. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

A school is only as good as its teachers, and that is especially true of DFL. The reason why we provide 

such a high quality education at DFL is because of our remarkable teachers. Feeling very fortunate to 

be working with a dedicated team of teachers, we, together with all the teachers, created a Professional 

Development Program (PDP) for teachers who want to learn and grow in the profession, and who want to 

ensure that their development results in increased learning among their students.

By benefiting from the skills of involved teacher-leaders, our PDP’s goal is to help teachers implement

 n Teacher-led

 n Collaborative

 n Job-embedded

professional learning that ultimately leads to teacher empowerment and better student learning. Under 

the guidance of teacher-leaders who play a vital role in supporting the development of their peers, during 

spring and fall semesters all teachers choose from a variety of professional development options which 

we believe will help us better address the complex and dynamic characteristics of teacher needs.

All teachers choosing one of the PDP options above designed to help create opportunities to enhance 

professional autonomy, emphasize professional judgment, and provide spaces to validate teacher voices 

share their experiences during our two-day ELT Fusion event organized by and for teachers themselves.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
AKKÖPRÜ KAMPÜSÜ

Türk Hava Kurumu Üniversitesi 
İstanbul Cad. Elif Sokak No:4 İskitler/ANKARA 

TEL  : +90 312 384 73 52
FAX :  +90 312 384 14 32

www.thk.edu.tr






